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The heart of the Waldorf method is that education is an art it must speak to the child’s experience. To educate the
whole child, his heart and his will must be reached,
as well as the mind.
-Rudolf Steiner

A Conversation with
5th Grade Teacher

Jamie Trummer
by Tanya Kaiteris

Each edition of Woven will feature an interview with
a different member of the PVS staff.
Q: Hi Jamie! I know that you’ve been part of the PVS com-

munity for nearly a decade and have worn many different
hats. Can you tell us a little bit about the different roles you’ve
played here at PVS?
A: I started out as a parent. My children started here eight years
ago in Ms. Mello’s kindergarten. I had twin boys in Kindergarten, was enjoying being able to stay home with my two-year-old,
and was pregnant with my fourth and last child. I had moved
back here after living with my husband in Austria for ten years
and was hoping for two things for my own children, public
education and Waldorf education. I didn’t know much about the
charter system, but I was excited to have the opportunity to be
part of a smaller school community that was focused on integrating Waldorf methods in a public school environment.
As a parent at PVS, I knew that I needed to be involved in supporting the school and I just started saying “yes, I’ll do that” as
much as I could. It started out with cleaning the classroom and
going on park walks, and grew into becoming involved with
PVPA and eventually I joined the board of directors as well. As
I started becoming more involved, I was truly amazed by the
amount of work so many people were putting in and I started
to understand what a school like this needs to thrive. I learned
how hard public charter schools work to provide these specialized
educational opportunities with less funding than neighborhood
schools and I thought to myself that if I make the choice to send
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my children to this type of school, it is my responsibility to ask
“how can I help?”. As I got more and more involved with the
board, the fundraising committee, and the parent association, I
also was reaching a point with my children that I could see going
back to work. Teaching for me is just something I’ve always done
and I ended up starting to substitute teach at our school. Eventually, as my teacher-self re-emerged, I gravitated towards the upper
school. Now I’m a full time staff member, teaching fifth grade,
and I LOVE it.

Q: What was it like being the head of the PVPA? Has that
affected your perspective as a teacher?
A: I automatically understand the parent perspective. It was so
much easier to have relationships right away with my classroom
families and parents. With all my different roles, I feel like I also
deeply understand the perspective of the teachers and the board.
I have empathy for all of the people working hard and caring
for our school and know that everyone is trying to do their best.
This perspective has helped me to stay positive, joyful, and full of
hope for our school.
Q: I know you have four children here at PVS. What grades
are they in?
A: First, fourth, and two in seventh.
Q: What changes at PVS have you seen from your oldest

entering school, who are now close to graduation, to your
youngest being in the first grade? How have their experiences
differed or been the same?

A: The focus of our school has changed tremendously over the

eight years that I have been here. In the early years, we were
perhaps trying to be more in line with private Waldorf schools
and not embracing our own special role as a public charter school
in North Portland. As parents back then, we were very focused
on being active in the movement to get better funding for charter
schools and finding a permanent home for our school. The
focus within the school has gone through a major shift in the
past couple of years. The current parents have to be much more
focused on fundraising, because we now have to raise around
100K more than parent groups in the past. The school itself is
much more focused on looking at things through an equity lens,
learning about racism, both within ourselves as teachers and also
looking at institutional racism. We are learning what anti-racism
teaching can look like and striving to become more educated and
knowledgeable about issues surrounding equity and inclusion.
We are also focused on teaching all of the state standards for each
grade level and blending these standards with the traditional Waldorf blocks in each grade. All of this work is very exciting to me
as a teacher. While deepening my experience with Waldorf education, I also want to spend my time further developing my own
understanding of equity and social injustice and develop skills
to address these issues in the classroom. I also want to become
a better teacher for students with learning challenges and learn
more about trauma-informed care. I’m so excited to look at our
beautiful Waldorf curriculum and spend time finding unique,
child-centered ways that are true to Waldorf and yet meet and
tie into our state standards. I believe this is our opportunity to
perhaps be the very BEST school out there.

Q: Tell me a little bit about your history. Where did you
grow up and how did you become a teacher?
A: I grew up in NE Portland and went to college in the mountains of Colorado. I didn’t study education right away. I studied
languages, history, and art. I got a job right out of college at the
Portland Waldorf School as a German teacher. I took the job
because I wanted to explore the idea of becoming a teacher, to
see if it was for me, and because I was interested in alternative
education. I considered studying to be a Waldorf teacher and
even started the training, but I decided that I didn’t want to be
a private school teacher (charter schools did not yet exist). I decided to move overseas and teach abroad for awhile, so I moved
to Austria and taught English as a second language. This experience showed me that public schools would be my home for my
teaching career. I came back here with my Austrian husband to
try out life back in my hometown and the rest is history.

A: First of all, I feel like there are a lot of ways to provide an ex-

cellent education. There are many people out there doing amazing things in public education today. Living in other countries
opened my eyes to the fact that there is no fixed right way and
that’s why I’m very eclectic and flexible. That said, I do feel like
Waldorf schools do many things exceptionally well. I love that
our school recognizes the need for kids to go outside and move
their bodies and play, and that the kindergarten program and
early grades really focus on this. As teachers we are also constantly
looking for ways to have our students experience the things that
we are teaching in a hands-on way, from going on field trips
to baking bread and working in the garden, using our hands,
making, creating, learning. I also love being at a school that allows and supports me in integrating art, music, and movement
into my teaching every day. I also appreciate the opportunity to
bring mindfulness and depth, or what the Waldorf community
might call “reverence”, to my own teaching practice and into
my classroom on a daily basis. All of these things are things that
I consider to be best practices in teaching today and things that
all kids should have access to. Our challenge now is in going out
and reaching a more diverse population in our city, to communicate about who we are and why this school and its educational
approach is so special.

Q: : What do you like to do with your family for fun?
A. I am so lucky to have a very supportive and close family here

in Portland and we spend a lot of time with them throughout the
year. We spend most weekends helping grandpa and grandma
take care of chickens, goats, and horses on their farm. We enjoy
the outdoors and doing things like backpacking, rafting, skiing/
snowboarding, camping, and visiting family who live on the Oregon coast. I do lots of art and I love to spend days making pots
in my little studio. We also try and visit my husband’s family in
Austria and Denmark in the summers and most years I am able
to take my kids over to visit them.
Good actions give strength to ourselves
and inspire good actions in others.
					-Plato

Q: One thing I really appreciate about you as a teacher is your

ability to honor Waldorf education and at the same time be flexible and willing to pull what works or makes sense from either the
public school setting or your own experiences. What do you see
as the strengths of both Waldorf education and the public school
setting?
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Waldorf:
Strengthening Our Children
Through Deep, Immersive Learning
and a Nurturing Environment
by Marc Rose

J

anet Allison is an experienced Waldorf
educator and the founder of Boys Alive! Allison
has worked for the past 3-4 years mentoring PVS
teachers, and for over ten years organizing Potlatch,
for the fourth grade classes. This school year, Allison worked with our new teachers to familiarize
them with traditional Waldorf pedagogy, and help
them recognize and integrate Waldorf concepts into
the curriculum. I sat down with Allison for a conversation about the impact of traditional Waldorf
principles, the mentoring work she did, and how
this type of education benefits our students.

One of the most interesting aspects of our conversation centered around the question: what is
Waldorf? What we do at PVS often looks different, but is it really? “From the outside world it looks like fluff,” Allison says.
“Call it what you want, but it helps our children from a fundamental place.” She continues, “ When we present Waldorf
curriculum in a way that dovetails with the child’s developing consciousness and understanding that all humans retain and
deepen their learning through story and artistic activity, then we can create a curriculum that meets both the child and the
common core.”
Ms Serra, 3rd grade teacher, describes working with Allison, “Janet was great about acknowledging, though we were new
to Waldorf, we were experienced teachers. She was really positive about incorporating what we already knew. She emphasized the importance of stories and oral traditions. Janet was a great resource when I needed to answer the question, ‘Is this
aligned with Waldorf?’. I was used to teaching thematically and incorporating art and movement in what I taught. Janet
was a support for me to calibrate my teaching with Waldorf standards.”
“Waldorf is story, tapping your foot, counting your steps, walking in unison, jumping rope,” says Allison. Waldorf instruction deepens the retention of knowledge through experience. Main lesson books illustrate the depth and detail into
which our students learn and develop their subject matter. Drawing the pyramid with care and dimension, students are
living into that time period in a deeper way than if they just read about it. Math experience is gained through movement –
counting steps, jumping rope. Handwork practices rhythm, counting and teaches care for materials and respect for where
they came from.
Though the Waldorf pedagogy in many ways defines the activities and
curriculum of the school, it isn’t enough on its own. “Love and connection help our kids grow and reveal their essential nature,” says Allison.
Ms Gemignani, 2nd grade teacher, felt that love and connection from
Allison. “She made me feel like a superhero. I was in need of love and
validation that I was doing a good job. She wrote me this amazing email
of encouragement that I kept on my music stand for a long time that
was a daily reminder of my role as teacher.”
“Rudolf Steiner’s vision was in bringing out the essential nature of the
child,” says Allison. “We are developing the soul of the child.” Mentoring our teachers, Allison sees what our community, teachers, children,
and parents have to offer. “There is an overarching sense of community,
a sense of connection - from the families, from teacher to child, parent
to teacher. Support and love infuses everything, and our children feel it.
Love, connection, and relationship will help them grow.”
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Building
a Foundation
		of Awareness...
Yoga in
				

“Yoga isn’t
just right then and
there in the classroom--you
take it with you into the rest of your
day,” says Monica Paisner, the PVS yoga
teacher for grades 1-3. Ms. Monica began
the school year incorporating storytelling and
imagery into teaching traditional yoga poses.
She asks students to get into a rocket ship
and buckle up in the cockpit. They visit the
cat and the cow and their best friend the dog.
With their bodies, they invent multiple ways
to shape the alphabet. How can you make
the letter P out of arms, legs, torso, head and
hands? Students got the chance to warm up
to their first year of yoga at PVS by inhabiting
the stories and shapes with their own bodies.

Grades 1-3
by Katie O’Neill

Ms. Monica is teaching yoga with an intention to cultivate tools in each child that they can build upon and carry with them
throughout their lives. Yoga promotes a kind of kinesthetic learning that can help build connections between the breath and
physical and emotional sensations while calming the nervous system. “These are kids who can sit and be aware of their bodies,” she observes. “We are each creating a storehouse of body awareness.” Yoga poses can push the students to feel their own
limits of flexibility, strength and will. As Ms. Monica leads her students, she might ask them, “Can you feel the sensation of
relaxing into this pose? Where do you feel it in your body? If it is challenging, can you feel what might be possible? Can you
feel how the cobra pose has changed for you over time? Can you feel your heart beating?” Working with an awareness of the
breath is one of the most important lessons in yoga class. Students experience the physical sensations of holding a posture and
observe their breath moving in and out. Breathe in...pause...let go.
During Savasana, the final resting pose of each class, Ms. Monica often reads stories aloud to give each student something to
think about as they continue into the rest of their day. They lay on their backs and listen and breathe. She checks in with the
class after the story, drawing out their awareness. How did the story make you feel? Can you breathe and experience your feelings at the same time? Sadness, excitement, anger, satisfaction, boredom? Breathe in...pause...let go.
Yoga class exercises are also working on an unconscious level. A series of yoga postures supports the child’s neural development,
coordination, strength, and fine and gross motor skills by repeating intentional movements that require crossing the midline,
bilateral integration, and supporting their own body weight. This work reinforces skills practice already begun in our kindergarten classrooms.
As the year has progressed, Ms. Monica reports an abundance of student yogis volunteering with hands raised in the air, “Can I
lead the other side?” Sometimes there’s enough enthusiasm to repeat the series of postures 8 times! They are building ownership
of the poses along with their classroom community.
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Eighth
Grade
Projects
at PVS
by Aarin Lutzenhiser

Eighth Grade Projects are a tradition in Waldorf
education. These independent research projects take
place over most of the eighth-grade school year. At the beginning
of the year, students are asked to select a topic that they will research and
follow with a written report and oral presentation to the PVS community. Each project
also includes a visual or dynamic element that helps illustrate and communicate their work as part
of the presentation. According to this year’s student project assignment packet, the main objective of the 8th
grade projects at PVS is for “each student to take advantage of the rare opportunity to explore a topic that captures their
imagination and fuels a desire for independent learning.” Students are asked to stretch outside of their comfort zone and select
an area of study in which they do not already have previous experience or expertise. Beyond that, subjects for study are open
to each student’s interests and imagination. They are guided simply to build something, make something or learn a new skill,
while documenting the process.
8th graders at PVS are assigned a faculty advisor in September with whom they check in weekly throughout the duration of the
project ending in early April. These projects are a culmination of skills that students have been building since their first years
at PVS, including research, essay writing, bibliography creation, visual presentations, and giving speeches. Projects such as the
shelter project in 3rd grade, animal research project in 4th grade, and US state project in 5th grade were assigned with limited
topic selection options. The 8th grade projects are the first time students at PVS are asked to pick an open topic of study to
show the skills they have built. The 8th grade projects are a perfect lead-in to the high school years in which students have
more choice and begin to set the direction for their individual courses of study.
I asked current 8th grade teachers, Ms. Atkinson and Ms. Forrer about the highlights of the 8th grade project experience
this year. Ms. Atkinson told me that she most appreciated how far the students took their research and pushed themselves,
“like they couldn’t help themselves.” She said the experience highlighted their strengths and that the students really wanted
to be their best selves in creating their final presentations. Ms. Forrer was struck by how full of self-doubt her students were
throughout much of the process compared to how they showed up and what they were able to accomplish in the end. The
results were impressive and their ability to follow through and shine taught them how capable they really are.
The culmination of the 8th grade projects this April was an evening at PVS that began with an open house in the atrium during which students displayed their visual projects, display boards, and written papers and answered individual questions to
parents and community members. Students then broke up into several classrooms and gave their oral presentations with Q&A
to audience members. Students also showed and discussed their work the following day with other middle-school students.
Seeing the wide range of compelling topics and quality of the reports, projects, and presentations is a wonderful look at how
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the progressive curriculum at PVS culminates in well-rounded, thoughtful and capable students, ready to take their next
step on their educational journey.
This year’s topics ranged from beekeeping to intersectional
feminism to automobile manufacturing to building a Van de
Graaff Generator. See the full list below.

2018-2019 8th Grade Projects
Ms. Atkinson’s Class:
Bridget Anderson: Surrogacy
Eli Arps: Robotics and its Applications
Henry Clark: Innovations in Car Manufacturing
Caroline Eddins: Japanese Bento Box
Bryndan Gambino: The Great Pacific Garbage Patch
Eva Harrington:
Dynamics of Sexual Assault and the Justice Gap
Ethan Hanus: Bodybuilding
Bella Lambertus: Stereotypes of Women throughout History
Weston Long: Kaepernick Collusion Case
Ana Merrill: Intersectional Feminism
Liam Sbarro: Beekeeping
Gus Schmidt: Nintendo Programming
Lucas Schulz: Brain
Io Smith: Pottery
David Stephens: Cowboys
Olive Westby: Comparing Public and Waldorf Education
Roan Ynclan: Solar Power

Ms. Forrer’s Class:
Elliot Ball-Dowling: Sneakers
Emma Bonjour: The 1950’s
Paden Fitzgerald: Homelessness in Portland
Riley Harris: Building a Van de Graaff Generator
Ava Kelley: Women in Film
Violet Mayer: Hairstyles Through the Ages
Ben O’Brien: The Ukulele
Keagan O’Connor: Documentary on Salmon: Lifecycle and History
Faine Phillips-Mackay: History of Surgery
Aulii Rainbird: Glass Blowing
Micah Vonderahe: Are Video Games Good or Bad for You?
Sabin Wilson: Screen Printing
Rosa Workman: The Filmmaking Process: Bag in the Wind
Kjirsten Yahn: Teen Angst?
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Interview with
Jessie Benenson:
by Meg Kilbury

Unofficial PVS Artist-in-Residence,
Chalkboard Queen, Empress of Hallway
Beauty and Magic, and All-Around Ally of
Art in Education

Jessie Benenson is PVS’ artist extraordinaire. You have
probably noticed her delightful and whimsical chalk art
in the lower school hallway, as well as the collaborative
painting projects with students on the walls and the lockers
in the upper school. Jessie has been volunteering in the
classroom as a parent for many years and was inspired to
contribute more to the school with her artwork. Every one
of us benefits from the time, effort, beauty, and talent Jessie
has to offer. Jessie has her BFA from Oregon College of
Art and Craft and has worked as an instructor for summer
art camps. She also had an Etsy shop for many years, selling
handmade dolls and miniatures. It wasn’t until she had her
own children - Rosemary, grade 2, and Harry, grade 6 that she really saw the benefit of working with kids through
art.
Q: Tell us how you come up with chalk art themes and
how long does it take?
A: I like looking at other Waldorf inspired artwork, like
Pinterest and Instagram, and generally get a germ of an
idea through that research. I try to keep it in the natural
world format, but I also bring my own sense of whimsy
and humor. I like to add funny little gnomes and fairies
into the drawings. I usually do a prep drawing, so that I
know where it’s going, and then the whole process takes
about an hour and half to two hours. My favorite part of
this process is the commentary I get from the kids walking
by and will often add extra things to the drawing that they
ask me to.
Q: How do you feel about those accidental smudges?
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A: I love chalk art because it is temporary. I feel like it is
part of the living nature of the school. I enjoy still being
a part of the magical world of the lower school, and being
around the younger kids, especially as my own children are
getting older.
Q: How did you come up with the upper school locker
project?
A: This was a project I wanted to do for several years.
The genesis comes from wanting the middle schoolers
to feel like they have a connection to and ownership of
their school. I put in a proposal for this project before
winter break, when we had a gap in subject teachers. I
spent 3 weeks with the 5-8th graders, turning the lockers
into books, and I learned a lot from the experience. I
had a wonderful time and I enjoyed connecting with the
students. I love the way it looks! It adds a certain life and
childlike quality to the room.

comics can be found in the library in the upper school.
Right now, my after-school classes are on hiatus, but I
have a sign-up posted in the lower school entryway for my
summer art camp at PVS.
Q: Any final thoughts?
A: I really want to have more art here. I feel like there
can’t be enough art with children. I wish that I could make
art like a child, without any sort of self- judgements or
criticism. Many adults struggle with the idea of making
art because they feel like they don’t have prior experience
or “talent” (which is a word I don’t like). I feel like just the
making is what is important. I love working with children
for that reason because they have no compunction and they
just want to create.

Q: You also did a mural with the 8th graders, tell us more
about that project.
A: I did this with the incoming 8th graders before the
school year started. I had a whole different idea of what I
was going to do with this wall, but I wanted the 8th graders
to come back and see something they had designed and
created themselves. The kids made the welcome wall and
now have a lasting connection to the school.
Q: Tell us more about your work with the library in the
upper school.
A: My husband, Ian, is a librarian at Portland Waldorf
School, and we both felt strongly that our school needed
a library. Right now it is more of a chill-out space than a
library, but we are still working on it. Ultimately, we would
love to have a literary night for parents where we could have
an opening for the library and also show off the lockers.
Q: Tell us more about your work with the PVS Craft Fair.
A: I have always been a vendor, selling my own art at the
Craft Fair, but this year I volunteered to help run the fair.
In addition, I made the new Pocket Fairy capes. I really
love the Pocket Fairy - it is so sweet and creative. I enjoyed
making the new capes, but it was a LOT of work. I don’t
sew very much, so I was grateful to have my mother in law
there to help with the sewing. The new capes have three
different themes - Mt. Hood, Unicorn, and Owl.
Q: You offered after school art classes this year, how was
that experience?
A: I really, really enjoyed it! My favorite was the monsters
class, which was just chaos and fun. We made sock
monsters. I also did a comic book class, and some of the
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Kindergarten Bike Week
											

By Krista Wheeler

“No salmon upstream! No salmon upstream! Go with the flow!”
A parent volunteer calls out reminders to kindergarten students as they navigate an improvised track of orange cones, pedaling
bicycles of every sort, tires buzzing and bike bells ringing. In springtime at PVS, it is a tradition for our kindergarten classes to
devote a week to practicing bike skills and maintenance.
Teachers, classroom assistants, and parent volunteers grin ear-to-ear as they watch children maneuver their bikes in orderly
fashion around the perimeter of the recess blacktop. Ms. Mindy, Magnolia Kindergarten teacher, proudly shares, “We have 3 or
4 kids coming off their training wheels this week. That’s been really exciting!” Students are at every skill level. Some scoot on
beginner balance bikes and others handle larger bikes with expert confidence. Ms. Mindy points out, “No matter where they
are with their skills, it’s important they recognize the fun that they’re having together. Even kids who are on two-wheeled bikes
want to try out the Scoot bike or try the bike with training wheels that has a bell. Friends run along beside those who are learning to balance. Everyone wants to help each other.”
Mrs. Mello, Lavender Kindergarten teacher, explains. “Riding a bike and swimming are life-long skills and easier to learn
when you are a child. It’s important to devote time toward learning to balance on a bike and to ride among other riders. The
kindergarten students love Bike Week because it’s fun, fun, and fun! In kindergarten we offer obstacle course in the winter and
Bike Week in the spring specifically to stimulate sensorial and physical development, build stamina, and develop persistence by
practicing something over and over again. This work is important no matter how difficult the physical, emotional, or cognitive
skill. When you learn something in your whole body, you never forget. It’s that kinetic memory and Waldorf methods supports
this. We call it learning by heart. Your body knows and your heart knows.”
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Other important social lessons are learned
during Bike Week . When 40 kindergartners
are traveling together, agreed upon rules
are crucial, as is an awareness of others and
respect for their safety. Mrs. Mello continues,
“The children have to learn to share the road
by reducing speed when they approach another biker who is slower. To be safe, you have
to know how to navigate yourself in space.”
When asked about Bike Week rules, several
kindergarten students are quick to share what
they know. Coco states, “One-way traffic. No
stopping in the road.” Avani chimes in, “No
looking behind you.” Daniel says firmly, “You
can’t cut and you just go around and around.”
Bike Week requires many helping hands,
with parents devoting time to supervising,
working on bike mechanics, and providing
students with advice and encouragement.
Kindergarten parent, Wes Cording, speaks to
a student as he works to remove their training wheels, “It’s different with the wheels off,
right? It’s more work, but soon it won’t be.”
He describes his volunteer hours working
with the kindergarten class, “It’s super fun.
It’s nice to see kids helping each other out,
making progress, and experiencing the world
of bicycles. It’s really helpful when others your
same age are encouraging you.”
In many ways, Bike Week encapsulates the
kindergarten experience at PVS; it teaches
determination, resilience, physical dexterity,
and community building through an activity
that is also simple, joyful fun.
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Waldorf

100 Postcard Exchange
by Maureen Markey

Sept 2019 marks 100 years since the founding of the first Waldorf School in Stuttgart Germany.
This first school began in 1919 at the request of factory owners who were interested in providing a school for the children of
their employees in the bleak years following World War I. The owners reached out to Rudolf Steiner, a known philosopher
and speaker, asking his help in creating a school that could best prepare children to build community despite the ravages of
war and industrialization. Steiner envisioned an education that supported character and created a culture of social consciousness that honored the value of each individual. 100 years later there are over 1000 Waldorf Schools in nearly 100
countries on every continent across the globe.
To celebrate the 100th anniversary of Waldorf Education, Waldorf Schools around the world are writing postcards recognizing each other as part of a global movement. Portland Village School has received dozens of notes from Kenya, Switzerland, Ireland, South Africa, Argentina, and Australia to name just a few! The postcards began arriving in the front office last
fall so Ms LLasmine and Ms Durriyyah decided to hang them up in the lower school lobby. Dr. Jenni Stackhouse, PVS’s
new Executive Director, was curious about how students could reciprocate the mail. She connected with the “Waldorf 100”
organizers and was given a list of over 1000 school addresses around the world that were taking part in the exchange. Our
students will be drawing and writing postcards and sending them off to Waldorf schools from Tanzania and India, to Kyrgyzstan and Egypt, to Germany, Sweden, Mexico and Massachusetts, connecting our small corner here in Portland OR to
schools and students around the world. In so doing, Portland Village School is participating in an outward sign of the type
of human connection and social consciousness that Waldorf Education intends to foster.
Stop by the front office to see some of the postcards that have arrived. For more information and to read about other projects celebrating Waldorf Education’s 100th anniversary, check out https://www.waldorf-100.org/en/, while you are there,
look for this wonderful film about Waldorf Schools around the world. https://www.waldorf-100.org/en/films/
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Bank shots,

lay-ups,
rebounds,

and assists...

3rd and 4th graders enjoy their recess shooting hoops.

A basketball hoop returns to PVS!
PVS invested in a basketball hoop this spring and it has received a lot of attention across all grades. Students
have been enthusiastically practicing skill-building and organizing pick-up games. Not only has basketball added
to recess fun but it’s also been enjoyed by the after-school program as well. The return of a school basketball
hoop provides good times with friends as well as keeping students fit and healthy!
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Thank you to all who have supporting Portland Village School in all
our Fundraising efforts this year. Our school community has raised over
$120,000 for the 2018-2019 school year, which is a huge accomplishment!
We are thankful for the broad range of contributions we have received
throughout this school year from the fall Fun Run to the spring Auction.
Thank you to those who have made purchases through our supporters Primary, Fred Meyer, and Amazon Smile. Thank you to those who have purchased
Chinook Books, School Merchandise, Wreaths, and Spring Plants. Thank
you to those who have dined out with us at Flying Pie, Patton Maryland, and
Pizzicato. Thank you to those who are clipping box tops and collecting cans
and bottles. We are grateful to have such a supportive community. With a
little less than a month left of school there are still a few ways you can contribute and support our fundraising efforts.
Some ways we can all continue to support our school over the summer:
• Collect recyclable bottles and cans and return them to Bottle Drop locations for PVS
•
Link your Fred Meyer rewards card to PVS
•
Use Amazon Smile when ordering online
•
Keep collecting Box Tops and ask your extended family to do the same
•
Sign up for remaining Auction Community Sign ups
•
Make a donation! Make an online donation or drop off a check in the
box outside of the school office
We invite you to join the Fundraising committee meeting next year and/or
forward your fundraising or grant ideas to us. Please let us know if you have
any questions or would like to attend our next meeting. Enjoy the sunshine
and we’ll see you in the fall!
Sincerely,
PVS Fundraising Committee
Questions? Contact:
Jessica Scheper-Haughey at Jessica.scheperhaughey.board@portlandvillageschool.org

Woven is produced by parent volunteers
For Woven inquiries contact:
Krista Wheeler at
newsletter@portlandvillageschool.org
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Save the Date!
The Fun Run is moving
to a weekday so more
of our community
can participate! Plan
on joining us Friday,
September 27, 2019.
More details to come.

